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variants of "Ring of Bells" ("Glöggli-Ring")

"Snail" ("Schnecke") with Eye, "Snail" with eye and ear band of "Snail"

"Ring of Bells" with a star in the middle

"Bird" ("Vögeli") ornament with eye

"Ring of Bells" with cross-hatching

"Bird" ornament with eye and ear and two front feet

"Ring of Bell" with screw-shaped centered spirals

"Bird" figuration drawn from the front

as coils of wool or swirling rosettes

variants of letter N

"Steam-Propeller-Ring"

variants of letter H

ornamental strip with skittle balls

"music-keg" ("Musikfassli")
variants of "eye-glasses" froms

self-depiction in the drawings, 1904–1905

variants of "feathered eye"

faces in the illustrations, 1908–1914

faces in the illustrations and the single-sheet drawings, 1915–1930

face built with little birds